This paper illustrates and explores three critical dimensions of photography in architecture, each of which informs the production of images, texts, and other artifacts which establish what might be called a building's media footprint. The paper's broad goal is to question the extent to which these critical dimensions are relevant to architectural decision-making processes. Acknowledging that such dimensions as the ones examined here rarely predict an architect's specific design decisions in a transparent manner, the paper discusses not only the decisions made by architects during the process of designing buildings, but the decisions made by critics, visitors, and members of the general public as they engage in activities such as visiting buildings, writing about them and, particularly, photographing them.
Amps organized, structured, and disseminated, and is thus only part of the larger project of architectural epistemology, which inquires into this wider field. This will be done through an examination of the Mies van der Rohe-designed Commons Building at ITT in Chicago and the evolution of its relationship with architectural photography and photographic representation -both on its own terms and through the prism of the Rem Koolhaas-designed McCormick Tribune Student Center, which adds to and incorporates the Commons Building.
Until the end of the twentieth century, the Commons Building on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology was generally considered one of Mies van der Rohe's lesser works. Reportedly neglected by its own architect during the design process, and frequently marginalized in academic discussions of the campus, when mentioned at all the building was often cited as an unrefined prototype of Crown Hall. This discourse took a new direction when in 1998, Rem Koolhaas/OMA won a design competition for a student center on the IIT campus: uniquely among the competition entries, Koolhaas' 
s design incorporated the Commons Building within a new context -what ultimately became the McCormick Tribune Campus Center (MTCC). When critics concluded that
the incorporation of the Commons Building into the larger whole could compromise its integrity as an exemplar of Mies's work, the building became the object of renewed interest and controversy.
The two projects considered here show a clear evolution in architecture's relationship with the photographic image. Specifically, the history of the Commons Building can be traced through photographs: during and shortly following its construction, the building was photographed as part of Mies's own attention to publicity; it was documented as part of historical analyses; and over time it was visited and photographed by casual and amateur photographers. Following the competition results, photographs of the Commons Building were strategically deployed by both proponents and critics of Koolhaas's design. Contemporary photographs of the building appear in architectural and campus guidebooks and on websites such as Flickr.com. Examining the ways in which photographs of the Commons Building appear in these various contexts allows discussion of the critical dimensions identified above and permits us to trace the evolution of the mutually reinforcing relationship between architecture and photography.
This paper illustrates and explores three critical dimensions of photography in architecture, each of which informs the production of images, texts, and other artifacts which establish what might be called a building's media footprint. The paper's broad goal is to question the extent to which these critical dimensions are relevant to architectural decision-making processes. Acknowledging that such dimensions as the ones examined here rarely predict an architect's specific design decisions in a transparent manner, the paper discusses, not only the decisions made by architects during the process of designing buildings, but the decisions made by critics, visitors, and members of the general public as they engage in activities such as visiting buildings, writing about them, and particularly, photographing them.
First, the text discusses the potential of buildings to operate as mechanisms for producing images, in the sense originated by Beatriz Colomina.
1 The question is developed through the analysis of the space of photography -mapping of points of view, directions of view, and fields of view of defined photographic collections. Secondly, it considers photography's complicity in the canonization of buildings, and specifically, the extent to which photography is responsible for distinguishing between major and minor architectural works. Finally, the essay examines the erosion over time of photography's historical power to frame when confronted with contemporary technologies of virtual reality and photorealistically rendered digital models. Each of these critical dimensions, or concepts, develops a specific aspect of how photographic information about buildings is organized, structured, and disseminated, and is thus only part of the larger project of architectural epistemology, which inquires into this wider field. This will be done through an examination of the Mies van der Rohe-designed Commons Building at IIT in Chicago, and the evolution of its relationship with architectural photography and photographic representation -both on its own terms and through the prism of the Rem Koolhaas-designed McCormick Tribune Student Center, which adds to and incorporates the Commons Building.
Until the end of the twentieth century, the Commons Building on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology was generally considered one of Mies van der Rohe's lesser works. Reportedly neglected by its own architect during the design process, and frequently marginalized in academic discussions of the campus, when mentioned at all the building was often cited as an unrefined prototype of Crown Hall. 2 This discourse took a new direction when in 1998, Rem Koolhaas/OMA won a design competition for a student center on the IIT campus: uniquely among the competition entries, Koolhaas's design incorporated the Commons Building within a new context -what ultimately became the McCormick Tribune Campus Center (MTCC). When critics concluded that the incorporation of the Commons Building into the larger whole could compromise its integrity as an exemplar of Mies's work, the building became the object of renewed interest and controversy.
The two projects considered here show a clear evolution in architecture's relationship with the photographic image. Specifically, the history of the Commons Building can be traced through photographs: during and shortly following its construction, the building was photographed as part of Mies's own attention to publicity; it was documented as part of historical analyses; Examining the ways in which photographs of the Commons Building appear in these various contexts allows discussion of the critical dimensions identified above and permits us to trace the evolution of the mutually reinforcing relationship between architecture and photography.
Buildings as a Mechanism for Producing Images
Beatriz Colomina has asserted that buildings participate in the production of architecture together with images, drawings, exhibitions, and other media artifacts. 3 Like these artifacts, buildings for Colomina are mechanisms of representation. Understood as such, objects or artifacts -or events -possess unique capabilities to structure thought; that is, to highlight modes of vision or experience which are not superficially obvious, or equally, to obscure what would normally be considered ubiquitous and unremarkable. In this way, representational mechanisms such as buildings and photographs encourage, allow or inhibit questions to be asked and assertions to be made. Architecture thus considered as the intersection of mechanisms of representation functions, not as a language, but rather as a set of devices for thinking-through. Moreover, for Colomina, buildings are not simply the subject or content of images but operate to produce images. In its most prosaic sense this idea recognizes that buildings visually frame views of the world for their occupants. For example, modern architecture's conception of the ribbon window, through which the horizon is apprehensible, profoundly differs in its world-framing effect from the vertical window conceived as a hole-in-the-wall. Images and architecture have a peculiar reciprocity insofar as architecture produces images in the sense just described, while images also operate to produce architecture. Trivially, this happens whenever an architect creates drawings as a form of instructions for constructing a building, but it also occurs in situations where an architecture takes shape or form without definite reliance on a built structure. Mies's architecture, in particular, owed its initial reputation to images. Consider as obvious examples his 1921 scheme for the Friedrichstrasse Office Building in Berlin and his 1929 design for the Barcelona Pavilion, both of which proved deeply influential on the work of subsequent architects despite the fact that neither project had a lasting physical presence: the Berlin structure was never built, and the Barcelona Pavilion was demolished within one year of its construction. 5 Rather than serving as exemplars of built architecture, these works came to the attention of a wide audience through images -specifically, drawings and photographs -in the process establishing Mies's reputation as an architect. Indeed, Mies had completed very little built work at the time he was hired at IIT to lead the institution's architecture department.
Mies's work at IIT provocatively illustrates the reciprocity between photographic images and architecture, both through his use of photographic images in anticipation of new work, as well as in the composition and character of photographs of the built work. Consider Mies's use of photomontage. On at least two occasions, Mies's office produced photomontages of models of the proposed IIT campus superimposed on aerial views of Chicago's south-side Bronzeville neighborhood. The photomontages operate on a level similar to Mies's iconic drawing of Friedrichstrasse, or of the photographs taken of the (original) Barcelona Pavilion -which is to say that they instantiate the possibility of a new architecture within the old urban order, an architecture simultaneously part of the city but fundamentally separate from it, capable of making possible nothing less than new ways of thinking of space and of time. At IIT, the new architecture that manifested itself within Mies's photomontages was fundamentally based on the grid as an ordering device: not the existing speculative-development grid of Chicago's South Side, but a grid as instantiation of a rationalized, delimited portion of the earth's surface from which the new architecture would inevitably emerge. Being inside Mies's buildings at IIT is for a moment to occupy this image -to believe that the world can be meaningfully understood in this way. In part, this is due to Mies's understanding of the building's potential (and indeed the campus's potential) as a mechanism for producing images, certainly in the sense of a literal device for framing views as well as space. This is nowhere more evident in photographic form than in the collection of Hedrich-Blessing images at the Chicago History Museum: as a rule, the photographs are in stark black-and-white, unpopulated by students or faculty; they crystallize a set of pristine conditions never again quite achievable. Yet, after Mies was dismissed as the IIT campus architect in 1958, and the architects Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill (SOM) were asked to complete the design of additional campus buildings, not only were the new SOM buildings ostensibly added in accordance with the Mies-designed master plan, but they also reflected the architects' conscious effort to reproduce Miesian details of construction and space-framing strategies: in short, a desire to recapture a quality preserved in photographs.
In contrast to Mies, whose photographic images and buildings are thus tightly bound into a reciprocal relationship, each simultaneously repeating and anticipating the other, Koolhaas's approach betrays an understanding of the image/building reciprocity that is far more dynamic and unbounded. While Koolhaas's work suggests at least a consistent understanding, his is not an approach as easily categorized as Mies's. For Koolhaas, image and building operate together to create architecture: it is often difficult to tell where one ends and the other begins. Consider, for example, Koolhaas's small Villa dall'Ava in Paris, and his somewhat later proposal for the Mediatheque in Karlsruhe. 6 In the Paris house, Koolhaas structured a series of spaces and experiences almost cinematographic in their conception: a dominant sense of transparency and openness is confounded by the presence of discrete volumes and objects, the arrangement apparently "dictated by the movement of a camera," as Rafael Moneo would have it. 7 At Karlsruhe, Koolhaas concretized the possibility of the building as a device for simultaneously producing and inhabiting images. Due to the project's insistence on locating program spaces at the center, and service functions at the periphery, the scheme depended largely on controlled, artificial light. The project's exterior facades, each one designed independently, emphasized in turn the separation, disconnection, and reconnection between the building's interior and the city. As at Villa dall'Ava, glimpses of the citythe surrounding urban tissue -were acknowledged and framed, but Karlsruhe is fundamentally a project of interiors. The critical exception is the project's east facade: designed as a mesh surface, it would have served as a buildingsize projection screen or electronic display, capable of representing the media housed within the building at the scale of the city. Of course, Karlsruhe exists now only in images (many of them photographs of architectural models), much as Mies's original Barcelona Pavilion existed only in photographs after its demolition. To the extent that either Karlsruhe or the Barcelona Pavilion participates in the shaping of architectural discourse, it is photographic images rather than built reality which serve as common ground. And yet, the Barcelona Pavilion was reconstructed, and images of the Karlsruhe project are easily found online. Understanding the reciprocal and mutually foundational relationships which exist between photographs and architecture must, in short, recognize that while the architect has an obvious role in shaping how a building is photographed, the conditions surrounding the dissemination of photographs shift over time and are inherently difficult to predict.
Recognizing this, the question of how a building operates to produce images can be developed through the construction and analysis of a space of photography -that is, the mapping of points of view, directions of view, and fields of view of defined photographic collections. For a given collection of photographs, the space of photography is defined as the mappable space Amps photographed in these images, and the map itself as a point-of-view/field-ofview map (or POV/FOV map). 8 Multiple POV/FOV maps of a given building can be expected to differ, based on whether the photographic collection under consideration is a collection of amateur photographs or a professional collection; whether the collection was assembled by a human curator as distinct from an algorithmically based image aggregator; whether the photographs were produced over a long or short period of time, and so on. The value of the POV/FOV map is that it constitutes a critical tool for assessing different approaches to photography, by making explicit the idiosyncratic view geometry and viewspace fragmentation associated with specific collections. In the case of the Commons Building and the MTCC, we can consider the following collections of photographs as candidates for mapping:
1. A collection of seven photographs in the collection of the Chicago History Museum; 9 2. A collection of photographs gathered in an online search using Google Image; 3. Photographs from GA Document 76 (i.e., contemporary photographs of the MTCC building).
Each of the collections, representing a unique space of photography, necessarily results in a unique POV/FOV map as shown in Figure 3 . In each of the maps, the outline of the Commons Building appears as a rectangle positioned at the northeast corner of the MTCC complex.
Consider how the addition of the Koolhaas building to the Commons Building is reflected in the various maps. The first map, representing a collection of professionally produced photographs of the newly constructed Commons Building, depicts a carefully selected, methodically structured space of photography, configured (we can assume) so as to provide a thorough but concise documentation of the completed building. Supposing this assumption to be true, the mapped space at first glance appears remarkable for its total omission of the building's western side. Undoubtedly, however, this omission was due to the presence of the elevated railroad tracks immediately to the building's west. (The tracks, of course, still exist today, sheathed within the immense metal tube which hovers over the MTCC.)
The second map depicts a collection of photographs resulting from the search term "commons building iit" -with the words "commons building" in quotes -entered into a Google Image search in May 2015. Only the first fifteen photographs resulting from this search are mapped. Given a basic understanding of the operation of Google's image-search algorithms, we should expect the results to consist of appropriately metatagged images with a relatively high number of citations (i.e., links). 10 Although the Google Image collection includes one of the Hedrich-Blessing images from the first collection, the other images constitute a wide range of focus and quality, suggesting that the majority of the photographs were produced and posted by amateur or casual (as distinct from professional) photographers. The collection is roughly equally split between interior and exterior images, and three of the images are actually taken from points within the MTCC.
Finally, the third map depicts a collection of photographs published in an academic context, taken by the late Yukio Futagawa, a renowned professional photographer. Here, we see an approach similar to that in the first collection; that is, a carefully selected and structured space of photography is configured with the goal of thoroughly depicting the completed building. Although the Commons Building is visible in two of the photographs, it is clearly not the focus of Futagawa's collection, suggesting that in this case at least, the Commons Building was understood as a separate structure, not properly meant for inclusion in a documentary recording of Koolhaas's work.
By registering specific ways in which architecture's built reality inflects the practice of architectural photography, POV/FOV maps reveal a building's capability to produce images. The mapping technique allows for the possibility of teasing out even small differences between documentary and casual approaches, or perhaps more remarkably, of observing the ways in which casual photographers tend to repeat the photographs they have already seen in published form. But more is yet at stake. The maps do not explicitly reveal what must be understood by anyone taking a photograph -that is, some foreknowledge of how a photograph once taken will be disseminated, and to whom. The persistence of certain images over time (as evidenced, for example, by the image repeated from the Hedrich-Blessing collection) suggests a way of defining such images as canonical, that is, identified and generally agreed upon as being representative of the highest quality.
If buildings are (as Colomina asserts) mechanisms for producing images, through what agency does this mechanism operate? The question is convincingly tested through the analysis of the space of photography -mapping of Amps points of view, directions of view, and fields of view of defined photographic collections, incorporated in the device of the POV/FOV map. Because this methodology questions the degree to which photography should be treated non-critically as a means of constructing architectural knowledge, it seems reasonable to allot POV/FOV maps a place in the discussion when photographs are used to structure knowledge about architecture.
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Photography's Complicity in the Canonization of Buildings
It is well established that photographs of buildings are not simply neutral frames through which images of buildings are glimpsed, but are rather artifacts loaded with biases and exclusions. 12 To some extent, these biases contribute to what might be called the object-value or art-value of photographs, as when an architectural photographer succeeds in calling attention to familiar or mundane environments in an extraordinary manner.
13 Yet, the art-value of photographs differs markedly from their value as commodities -whether they are considered as devices for broadly disseminating a specific kind of knowledge or merely as marketing tools. When considered as commodities, photographs of buildings must be evaluated in terms of their dissemination: how widely they are disseminated, by and to whom, and through what means; and they must be evaluated in terms of their provenance, in the sense of their history of production and reproduction.
14 Both dissemination and provenance of photographs contribute to the canonization of buildings -as in the case of canonical images, the word refers to those buildings on which general agreement of their high quality rests.
Nikolaus Pevsner famously suggested that some buildings qualify as architecture (he suggested Lincoln Cathedral) while others do not (his example was a bicycle shed). 15 Significantly for the present argument, at the time Pevsner made his assertion in the early 1940s, it was much easier to find a photograph of Lincoln Cathedral in published form -in a book, say, or on a postcard -than it would have been to find a photograph of a bicycle shed. Why, indeed, would one waste resources photographing a bicycle shed and, even more, why go to the trouble of publishing the photograph? Taking photographs and reproducing them for wide dissemination was not a trivial matter; consequently, the act of photographing and publishing can be understood very simply as a traditional method of conferring special status on a building. Whatever idiosyncratic opinion of aesthetics may have motivated Pevsner to make his original assertion, it can reasonably be translated as: "Lincoln Cathedral is well photographed; bicycle sheds tend not to be." Juan Pablo Bonta expresses a similar view on the formation of canonical interpretations by tracing the documentary history of Mies's Barcelona Pavilion from its original lukewarm reception at the 1929 Barcelona Exhibition to its recognition, by 1960, as an acknowledged masterpiece of modern architecture. 16 Pevsner (to select just one example) does not even mention Mies in the original edition of his seminal book An Outline of European Architecture, but in the 1960 edition claims the Barcelona Pavilion as the "most perfect" architectural work of the past thirty years. "One wonders why," writes Bonta, "if the building was so perfect, it took him so long to discover it." 17 Indeed, in the case of the Barcelona Pavilion, the fact that the building did not physically exist past the end of the Exhibition must account for some of the delay, but as Bonta correctly writes, "its effect as an idea spread over the entire world by means of photographs and descriptions was enormous."
The late Bernard Rudofsky wrote Architecture Without Architects to accompany the exhibition of the same name conducted at the Museum of Modern Art in 1964-65. Rudofsky's strategy was to equate architectural value with a lack of provenance or pedigree: works which were relatively "unknown" to the professional and academic audiences targeted by the exhibition were deliberately selected for inclusion. In furtherance of his goal, Rudofsky expressed a preference for the use of contemporary photographs over historical ones, and to this end, his argument relies on historical photographs only in those cases which presented logistical difficulties to the production of new photographs: specifically, sites located in Communist countries which placed restrictions on photographers' activities. Glossing over the factors affecting the production of photographs aligns generally with Rudofsky's promotion of photography as neutral documentation. Architecture Without Architects thus seeks -through omission of relevant detail -to minimize the mechanics and the historical effects of what is essentially the formation of a canon. 18 From the preceding arguments, it follows that architectural canonization has more to do with the mass-market effects of photography -specifically the commodification of photography and the dissemination of mass-produced photographs -than with any factor having to do with the inherent quality of buildings. Thus, canonization -previously defined here as the recognition of a building as being worthy of admiration or study, is not in fact a stamp approving a building as being of better quality than others, but is rather an implicit acknowledgement that photographs of the building have been effectively disseminated so as to reach an influential, or at least a wide, audience. In particular, the notion of effective dissemination of photographs can be employed strategically, as in the case of Le Corbusier, who saw to it that photographs of his buildings were carefully selected and deployed so as to maximize their persuasive power. 19 The Commons Building at IIT exemplifies the case of a building earning a canonical position through its relationship with a later architecture, specifically its threatened and actual incorporation within the MTCC building. This position was earned in three ways: first, as a result of polemically deployed photographs; second, as the consequence of a literal reframing of views; and finally, in a symbolic sense.
First, the canonization of the Commons Building relates to preservationists' attempts to prevent or alter the construction of the MTCC, and their need to base their case on only a small set of photographs of the building in its pristine state, set against the numerous photographs which Koolhaas deployed to examine the contemporary condition of the building. 20 While the small set of pristine images represented a lost condition, Koolhaas was Amps at liberty to produce an arbitrarily large number of photographs of the existing condition of the Commons Building, and to deploy those photographs strategically in order to build the case for his own design intervention. This strategic deployment was done most memorably in Koolhaas's essay "Miestakes," in which contemporary photographs of the Commons Building are pointedly framed and selected to deliberately highlight the changes made to Mies's building over its lifetime. 21 Fire alarms, air-conditioning equipment, and vents dominate the images, serving as a catalog of retrofits made to the building. These photographs are not the kind of images one would normally expect to find in an academic publication but, rather, are much more like the photographs that might be taken by custodial staff or insurance adjusters to document in-place equipment in need of replacement. Second, consider the ways in which the MTCC altered the production of images through reframing: Koolhaas's design specifically frames views of the Mies building, most obviously in the internal courtyard at the southwest corner of the Commons Building ( Figure 2 ). The addition of Koolhaas's design opened specific new opportunities for both buildings to produce images. In particular, the MTCC internalizes what had previously been external: it changed the Mies building from being a free-standing slice of universal space as conceived by Mies into a vignette within Koolhaas's highly differentiated volumetric field. As discussed above, this aspect of the architecture can be analyzed through the mapping of spaces of photography. Finally, consider the way graphics are used in the MTCC. Even as Koolhaas's building confounds Miesian understandings of volume through its mixture of permeable boundary conditions and its plays on visual depth, there is an apparent desire to call attention to the quality of surfaces and most of all flatness -the ubiquitous greenboard ceiling detail and the adhered window graphics are the most obvious devices. Moreover, the view of the southwest corner of the Mies building made possible within the MTCC is effectively "flattened," becoming almost like a graphic itself, apprehensible as something without depth, simply because it is captured behind glass, almost like a museum exhibit. Graphically and symbolically, the MTCC appropriates the fabric of Mies's building into Koolhaas's worldview.
The notion of photography's role in the canonization of buildings is not a simple matter of photographs operating as neutral registers of buildings universally agreed upon as being of high quality, but rather, it is the case that photography and buildings participate reciprocally in the construction of architecture's identity. The various mechanisms for dissemination of photographs, and the provenance thereof, contribute meaningfully and strongly to this construction, and cannot legitimately be ignored in any serious discussion of "canonical" buildings.
The Erosion of Photography's Power to Frame
Traditional photographs, even if they are produced to support the sensation of omniscient, panoramic view, necessarily frame something: the everywhere-present rectangularly framed photograph represents a convention so strong that it is rarely questioned as being critically significant. 22 Also as discussed above, the fact of a photograph's existence implies, at least historically, that something was worth photographing: time and resources were required to photograph it; the photographer chose this spot and this view direction when taking the photograph. Framing thus becomes a conferral of status. Yet, in contrast with traditional, rectangular-framed photographs, the photorealistically rendered digital model makes possible in theory a boundless visual simulation of experience. A virtual-reality or augmented-reality environment is possible, in which photographic framing in its traditional sense is nonexistent, as visual effects are simulated without edges or boundaries. While the construction of such environments is timeand resource-consuming, if constructed to a sufficiently high level of detail, they not only provide a convincing full-surround environmental simulation of visual experience, but they can capably support the production of an arbitrarily large number of images comparable in appearance and quality to traditional film photographs. Given this situation, what then is photography's continuing role vis-à-vis architecture in the context of hyperrealistic simulation?
Mies's work at IIT exists very much within a traditional understanding of photography as a device for framing. His architecture, like traditional photography, operates to frame: Mies's photomontage mentioned earlier is significant in this regard in that it emphasizes architecture's capability to define edges or boundaries so that whatever is outside of them can be safely ignored, or at least provisionally set aside. Within the frame of the IIT campus, as depicted in the photomontage, an order permeates according to a fixed logic deriving ultimately from the underlying 20-foot grid. Outside of the frame is only a kind of undifferentiated Chicago -a background against which Mies's work was expected to emerge and stabilize. This stability brought about by grid and frame is everywhere evident at IIT, even as the grid admits occasional exceptions. The provision of fixed, object-like rectangular buildings in an open field makes it possible for campus occupants to orient themselves in terms of centerto-periphery as well as according to cardinal directions: this is as true when finding spaces (e.g., "northwest corner of the building") as it is when giving directions (e.g., "walk north until you see ..."). There is, ultimately, a kind of serenity at IIT which aligns very well with traditional, stationary-viewpoint, rectangular-framed still photography. Not that this is unique to IIT, of course: Mies's work at the Chicago Federal Center or Dominion Centre in Toronto betrays precisely the same kind of sensibility. Photographs of the Commons Building, such as the images in the Hedrich-Blessing collection discussed earlier, are deliberately set up and composed in order to frame particular object-views. But perhaps even more suggestive is the famous photograph of Mies standing over a model of Crown Hall (Figure 4) : symmetrical, centered, the architect portrayed as being at the origin of the design, fully in control of perception. Without the rectangular frame of the image, we would necessarily confront a host of inconvenient questions: who else is in the room? What other models were set aside in order to highlight this one?
While for Mies's work generally, and the Commons Building in particular, the architect's grid is of paramount importance in concretizing a characteristic sense of stability and control, Koolhaas's work disarmingly places the dual responsibilities of interpretation and navigation onto the occupant. Although the MTCC has a rectangular grid of columns (and a related but separate grid representing the support structure for the elevated railroad tracks), there are very few spaces in the building where more than a few of the columns can be seen at once. Instead of Mies's emphasis on parallel walls and perpendicularity, there is in the MTCC an abundance of non-parallel walls and corridors or spaces which are placed at a diagonal orientation to the cardinal directions. In place of Mies's gridded reference system, Koolhaas provides a path-based architecture: paths in the building have directionality, thresholds, and nodes consisting of different rooms or activities. In part, this reflects Koolhaas's desire to organize the building in response to pre-existing footpaths crossing the construction site, but more generally it reflects his long-standing interest in path-based architectures as mentioned above in the project at Karlsruhe, the Villa dall'Ava, and also his project for two libraries at Jussieu. 23 Instead of Mies's carefully structured frames, Koolhaas's paths promote a kind of overlapping or depth, an insistence on the experience of movement -not only the movement of one's body through space and time, but even more, the movement of one's glance across and through surfaces and into depth. This insistence is evident, not only in Koolhaas's interest in path-based architectures, but also in his office's use of virtual-reality technology while designing the MTCC. The use of virtual-reality environments in architectural design assumes a way of sensing the possible configuration of space through image but without frame. Immersed in the technology, one can cast glances arbitrarily and feel as if visually surrounded by the proposal. Using virtual reality is very different from building a physical model of the building, which one views by standing over it, or even building a real-size model and inhabiting it -the significant difference is not in the verisimilitude made possible but precisely because the use of the technology is dynamic -one can enter into the model and change it simultaneously. But the use of virtual-reality technology is more than a tactical departure from a traditional photographically framed architectural design process. Using virtual reality to design a building -and specifically, using any technology which enables the production of arbitrarily configured perspectival views, photorealistically rendered -is to admit that the building will, like traditional buildings, be understood by visitors who enter it directly; also like traditional buildings, it will be understood through photographs, and those photographs will be disseminated through traditional means such as print, as well as online; but what is new in the use of this technology is the foreknowledge that the building will be understood through virtual-reality environments. That is to say, the building is being designed with full awareness that it will be virtually "experienced" through technology. Of course, virtual reality technologies can be used to simulate traditionally designed and built environments, but these buildings and environments were not designed with the foreknowledge that their presence as architecture would be mediated in this way. When photography's historical power to frame is confronted with contemporary virtual-reality technologies and photorealistically rendered digital models, there is an erosion in the traditional understanding of a photograph as a carefully selected, highlighted "moment" in an architectural experience. A digitally produced, photorealistically rendered image is no longer an isolated instant, but just one of an unlimited number of possible images in a continuum. It follows that new technologies need to be thoroughly understood as opening modes of understanding previously inaccessible -even as they appear to function in limited ways like historically constructed photographic images.
Conclusions
Through the detailed examination of two buildings this essay has shown how a set of critical dimensions can operate to exemplify photography's relevance to the making of architecture. The work at IIT -both Mies's work and Koolhaas's -concretizes various lines of inquiry into the "representational function of photography." This representational function incorporates the potential of each building to operate as a mechanism for producing images, effectively constructing the identity of both architects and buildings: the function is inextricably wound up with Colomina's conception of architecture as a form of media. Photography's complicity in the canonization of buildings is exemplified by the McCormick Tribune Campus Center, insofar as it unites two distinct architectural approaches, not simply in terms of their physical proximity, but in their legibility as intersections of critical issues. For Mies, the Commons Building is an iteration along the way to the canonical Crown Hall, a step in his realization of the IIT campus as built form and as image, while for Koolhaas, the MTCC makes specific the ideas and concepts he had hitherto tested at Paris and Karlsruhe -in essence, using media in general, and image in particular, to turn the city inside out. The transition from the static, rational Commons Building to the dynamic and at times apparently irrational MTCC highlights the erosion of photography's power to frame: the work of both architects is inseparable from the practices of photography current at the time of design, whether in the cool, rational, carefully composed Hedrich-Blessing photographs, which serenely capture the qualities of the Commons Building, or in the virtual-reality technologies which so easily enable the production of arbitrary perspectival views characteristic of Koolhaas's design process as well as of the built result of his work. In this way, the close reading of the projects permits study of the evolution of the relationship between architecture and the photographic image.
For both Mies and Koolhaas, the work at IIT can be seen as a realization of the critical dimensions discussed in this essay, the result of a desire to instantiate these dimensions in built terms. It is of course a recognition of the critical dimensions of photography, not only in how these dimensions affect, and are affected by, built structures, but also in how these critical dimensions operate on their own terms: the terms of image-making and image-dissemination. Contemporary critique notwithstanding, neither of the buildings at IIT is simply an expression of an architect's will, or a singular artistic statement; neither the Commons Building or Koolhaas's MTCC can be reductively understood solely as an imposition of new form atop and within a pre-existing context.
In conclusion, three critical dimensions of architectural photographybuildings operating as mechanisms for producing images, the complicity of photography in the canonization of buildings, and the erosion of photography's power to frame -are seen to cooperate to reveal the mutually constitutive relationship between photography and architecture. As shown in this essay, buildings crystallize multiple, overlapping, and intersecting understandings of the architectural power and potential of photography.
Notes
